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                                History Week 11th 15th June 

Next week it is history week and our class our studying the Beatles. On Friday 

children are invited to dress up as one of the Beatles or someone from within 

this period of time. 

Hello everyone, what a beautiful week of sunshine we have had once again… long may it stay! 

 We have had an amazing week in school this week! In English we have studied a poem called 

the Highwayman and the children loved creating freeze frames to show actions within the poem. In maths 

we have learn how to calculate area and perimeter of unfamiliar shapes. 

For English homework this week I would like the children to practise reading the Highwayman poem by 

Alfred Noyes. You can find this online but if you need a copy let me know. I would like all children perform it 

for me. I would like the  to do this by being videoed at home and sending it to me through my school email 

s.jones@cobbsbrow.lancs.sch.uk we have a competition to see who can do this as it is very difficult to keep 

to the rhythm throughout as the poem is so long! 

Spellings will be given out on Monday. 

This week’s workers of the week are… Leon Gaudie and Rosie McHale! Leon received it for being amazing at 

calculating the perimeter of unusual shapes and always making me laugh! Rosie received it for fabulous 

freeze frame ideas during our Highwayman sessions and for having a beautiful smile! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maths Homework: Please can children practise the mental maths sheet given and complete the 

multiplication work which will be given on Monday. 

E-safety gaming tip: Ask your child what they are playing. Take an interest in your child’s gaming life – just 

as you would if they were in a football team in the real world. Watch them playing and always keep lines of 

communication open. 

Also please can you spread the word about our Tiny acorns nursery as we still have some places available 

for children 2 & 3 years old to start in September this year.  

Have a great week together everyone. 
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                   Kind regards Miss Jones and Miss Smith 


